Persian Class Program Description ANAMED’s Ottoman Summer Program offers Persian classes which is divided into two branches; “Modern Persian” and “Classic Persian”. The goal of Modern Persian classes is to provide students skills on reading and understanding Persian texts and be able to understand and make daily conversations. Modern Persian courses focus on the grammar and structures of the contemporary texts.

Modern Persian
The aim of the course is to provide a thorough introduction to contemporary Persian. By the end of the course, students shall gain reading competence for simple texts as well as oral competence for basic conversations. To do so, the students will have intense exposure to Persian vocabulary, grammar and basic texts. The course is taught in Turkish and English.

Overview of Course Contents: The alphabet and its usage in basic vocabularies, singular and plural forms of nouns, noun phrases, adjective phrases, pronouns, Persian verb conjugations, ‘to be’ verbs, construct of basic sentences, numbers, question words, the past tense, present tense, future tense, the imperative, the past and present perfect, subjunctives.